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Im Auge des Eiolo,
Greatspot auf der Isola di Panarea,
Casa Casiopeia

Isola di Panarea, Italy
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Description
Casa Casiopeia is one of the fi nest houses in Panarea. 
Throught the white wrought iron gate you enter onto 
the property. In front of you ist the vast top terasse 
which has one of the most stunning views of Panarea 
on the smoking Stromboli and the romantic rocks in 
front of Panarea. The garden itself is very large and 
private, featuring a remote natural terasse to watch the 
sun go down and various panoramic spots for reading, 
dreaming or having drinks and enjoying the quietness of 
a mellow afternoon. The spectacular large and sand-
coloured salt water pool togehter with the whirl pool is 
situated in front of the villa on the garden level, overloo-
king the sea and Stromboli, making Casa Casiopeia the 
most desirable villa for rent in Panarea.Strolling over the 
terasse, equipped with a teak day bed, hammot and 
several possibilities to sit and ead or just lounge about, 
you enter either into the living room with an open fi re 
space or directly into the large kitchen - a dream for 
any hobb chef trying to create his favourite dish of fresh 
eolian fi sh. Ensuite to the living room - which can also 
serve as a bedroom - is a bathroom.    From the kitchen 
you get onto a terasse with an original pizza oven. Fal-
cons cicleing over Punta corvo, the highest mountain 
on Panarea, can be watched from there.From the top 
fl oor there is a stair leading down to the garden level 
bed rooms.

In the eye of the Eiolo
Greatspot on the 
Isola di Panarea,
Casa Casiopeia
Isola di Panarea, Italy

Living Space:
Terrace:
Garden:

300 m²
220 m²
2000 m²
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Description
5 of them with direct access tot he pool and gardens, 
3 of them with ensuite bathrooms. 3 bed rooms lead to 
a shaded little arcade court before inviting for a jump 
into the pool. 2 of the bedrooms have their own shaded 
private terasse. All these rooms offer a superb view over 
the sea, and the pool. 

The furnishing throughout is a mixture of antique Sicili-
an furniture set off against Aeolian whitewashed walls, 
hand painted tiles and balinese objekts, as it is typical 
for the island of Panarea.

The property ist he perfect place to spend your family 
vacation or get together with some friends to enjoy the 
buzzling summer live on the magical island. 

Amenities

Accommodates (max) 16 

Bedrooms 5 plus 3 
Double/Twins 5 

Bathrooms 5 
of which en suite 5 
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Description

1 Olympic size Pool
1 whirlpool 

Air Conditioning 
2 Washing machines
Dishwasher 
Satellite TV ***
TV 
DVD Player 
Stereo 

Daily cleaning upon demand
Cook upon demand

2 Taxidrives per day house/beach/house or house/port/
house are included.

a cook is available for all meals at an extra charge of 
€1,000 per week. 

**from 8.30 to 1pm and from 6pm to 10.30pm, includes 
preparation of breakfast and light dinners. 

Pool open from Easter to end of October.
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Contact 
    info@greatspot.at    info@greatspot.at

Site Plan


